
Success Story

How MACROS achieved a 14% 
increase in CVR and 10% higher 
AOV with Insider’s personalization 
platform

“We’ve seen a huge difference in customer service from Insider compared to other competitors. It’s very 

noticeable how Insider prioritizes customer service along with improving its products. Our meetings and 

discussions with the Insider team always help us generate new ideas, and they provide suggestions on 

improving our active campaigns based on best practices and experience from other Insider partners. The 

Customer Success team is very proactive and addresses any feedback or struggles with support.”

Digital Director

Executive summary

MACROS was struggling with its website set up and 

coding. The need for dev and IT support was 

lengthening campaign launch times, and conversion 

rates weren’t at the level they wanted.  Insider’s 

intuitive, drag-and-drop onsite builder paired with its 

engaging, ready-made templates enabled the MACROS 

team to update and launch website campaigns without 

technical support. Insider’s engaging, personalized 

templates not only boosted efficiency for the team but 

also drove results, achieving a 15% increase in CVR, a 

10% increase in AOV and driving $88K AUD in 

incremental revenue for the brand.

MACROS’ mission is to be a leading provider 

of high-quality, healthy, ready-made meals for 

Australian consumers looking for convenient 

ways to achieve their macronutrient 

requirements. MACROS and Insider have been 

working together for over two years. 

About MACROS

Book a demo

CDP Web Suite Personalization
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Gaining a 360-degree view of 

customers with Insider’s CDP

USE CASE #1

The results

The challenge

The solution

MACROS was struggling with a lack of visibility into customer behavior and marketing campaign performance. 

With customer data locked in siloes across multiple solutions, it was impossible to make data-driven decisions 

based on clear and actionable data.

By unifying customer data across all marketing touchpoints with Insider’s CDP, MACROS gained a 360-degree view 

of customer behavior with individual customer profiles created for each user. This granular level of detail enabled 

MACROS to better understand customer behavior, needs, and preferences which it could then use to craft more 

seamless customer experiences. With 120+ attributes available within Insider’s platform, MACROS could segment 

and target its audience with precision to ensure every message was relevant, timely, and unique to the customer.
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Enhanced

User Profile

See More

23/10/1991Birthday

posh.com/womenLast Seen

New CollectionLast Email Open

Women’s ShoesLast Visited Category

$295Last Abandoned Cart Amounts

Last Visited Product Posh Lightweight Sneaker

last  attributes

Posh Lightweight Sneaker

295 USD

LAST  VIS ITED  PRODUCT

Khaki Belted Double-Breasted 

Trench Coat

538 USD

LAST  PURCHASED  PRODUCT

Scout Backpack - Navy Blue

128 USD

LAST  ABANDONED  PRODUCT

MOB ILE METRICS (LAST  3 MONTHS) JOURNEY  METRICS (LAST  3 MONTHS)

APP OPENED PUSH  OPENED INAPP SEEN INAPP FROM PUSH ENTERED COMPLETED

6 14 7 5 7 5

TOP VIS ITED  CATEGORIES (LAST  3 MONTHS)

Women’s shoes 26%

Apparel 13%

Backpacks 13%

Clothing 13%

Other 33%

Average Order Value (Last 3 Months)

$ 368

Reachable Channels

User ID

1654356723527

Email

jane@example.com

Phone number

+657321988

Name

Jane Do

User  

overv iew

10%

CL ICK  rate

11.39%

convers ıon  RATE

36

Delivered

18

total  opens

50%

open  rate

EMAIL METRICS (LAST  3 MONTHS)

HighLikelihood to Purchase

LowDiscount Affinity

VIPCustomer Value

Active CustomerCustomer Lifecycle Stage

PREDICTIVE SEGMENTS

jane@janedo.comComponentsReal-Time AnalyticsPredictive AnalysisStatistics

https://posh.com/women


Get an additional 10% OFF on 

your first purchase, for purchases 

over $200. Enter the code:

OFF10
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Using Insider’s Web Suite to deliver 

personalized experiences at scale 

USE CASE #2

“Our success depends on our ability to not only attract new customers 

but also retain them. High customer engagement and conversion rates 

mean higher revenue and sustainable growth, and Insider helped us 

engage and retain customers with highly personalized campaigns 

tailored to each user. This combination of personalization and data-

driven optimization was instrumental in our success.”

Digital Director

The challenge

The solution

As a startup, MACROS’s main goal was attracting new customers and building stronger customer loyalty. 

However, MACROS was struggling with limited customer engagement on-site which was negatively impacting 

conversion rates and brand love. It knew it needed to deliver a more personalized onsite experience for each 

customer to help scale in line with its targets.

Insider’s Web Suite gave MACROS everything it needed to deliver seamless CX at scale. And the team didn’t have to 

wait weeks for IT support either thanks to Insider’s ready-to-use Web Templates—such as Hello Bar, Side Coupon 

Menu, Surveys, and InStory. These templates enabled the marketing team at MACROS to move fast and launch 

campaigns in minutes, not days—with no IT support required.



The team also used Insider’s A/B testing capabilities to evaluate campaigns and gain insight into the most effective 

tools. This allowed the marketing team to constantly refine its strategies to improve CVR and increase customer 

retention. 

The results

incremental

revenue generated

88K AUD

14%
increase

in CTR

increase

in CVR

15%
increase

in AOV

10%



Engaging modern shoppers 

with InStory

USE CASE #3

Digital Director

“InStory helped us to convey different sets 

of messaging under specific topics in an 

engaging, intuitive way. We’ve been 

delighted to discover that we received 

close to $80K AUD in revenue, and more 

than $17K AUD in incremental revenue 

through InStory despite conversions not 

being an initial KPI for the campaign.”

How To Order Our Meal Range Father’s Day Giveaway On Sale

The results

The challenge

The solution

MACROS wanted an alternative to traditional FAQ pages and contact forms for top-level inquiries. The brand 

was looking to incorporate Insider features that could help visitors navigate its website and discover its 

products in an engaging, visual format.

Insider’s InStory solution is a product discovery tool that emulates the familiar social media ‘story’ format to 

engage the 8-second attention span. MACROS used InStory to launch new products, boost product discovery, 

and answer FAQS. The brand covered topics including ‘How To Order,’ ‘Our Meal Range,’ and an event-based 

story titled ‘Father’s Day Giveaway.’ As InStory is such a familiar format, the brand saw immediate results in 

both revenue and impressions. 

17K AUD
incremental


revenue generated
impressions

20K



Summary

Our customer-built website had a lot of 

limitations and we previously relied on IT 

support, but Insider has enabled us to 

launch and create user-friendly, timely, 

relevant campaigns in next to no time, 

without any additional resources. Insider 

has had an astronomical impact on the 

growth of our business.”

Favorite feature

InStory

MACROS’s favorite feature is InStory 

for its ability to increase brand 

awareness and improve storytelling 

for new products and launches.

Looking ahead

MACROS will continue to strive to deliver the best 

ready-made meal delivery in the country. The team is 

looking forward to expanding its marketing strategy 

with new channels, such as WhatsApp and SMS to 

better engage customers wherever they are.

About Insider

Insider—a single platform for building individualized, cross-channel experiences

—enables enterprise marketers to connect customer data across channels and 

systems, predict their future behavior with an AI intent engine, and individualize 

customer experiences. Marketers use Insider’s platform to deliver consistent and 

engaging experiences across channels like Web, App, Web Push, Email, SMS, and 

Messaging Apps (WhatsApp, RCS). 



Insider recently unlocked unicorn status and was congratulated by NASDAQ for 

becoming one of the few woman-founded, women-led B2B SaaS unicorns in the 

world. Insider was named a Leader in the Gartner Magic Quadrant for 

Personalization Engines 2022, The Forrester Wave for Cross-Channel Campaign 

Management 2021, and IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Customer Data Platforms 

Focused on Front-Office Users 2021-22 Vendor Assessment. 

useinsider.com | info@useinsider.comBook a demo

Digital Director

https://useinsider.com/?utm_source=prnewuxlaunch
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